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Sheep Flow Like Water

Flashmob Performs "Do-Re-Mi"

This aerial time-lapse footage captures a herd
of more than 1,000 sheep as they move from
one pasture to another.

About 200 dancers surprised the train station
crowd with a performance of the beloved
song from The Sound of Music.

When witches go riding, black cats are seen, the moon laughs and whispers
"Tis near Halloween!" Happy Halloween from Hartelco!

Using Smart Home Technology Is A Brilliant Choice
Smart home technology generally refers to any suite of devices, appliances, or systems that
connect into a common network and can be remotely controlled. For example, a home's
thermostat, lights, audio speakers, TVs, security cameras, locks, and appliances could be
controlled from anywhere using a mobile device.
What are some top advantages of creating a smart home?
Home security is improved. You can take advantage of motion detectors, surveillance
cameras, automated door locks, and other security measures as well as receive security alerts
on your devices and monitor activities via real-time video.
It lets you "be in two places at one time." With remote control of home functions, you can
take care of things at home when you're not even there. You can also check to see who is at
your front door when you're away on a trip.
You'll increase energy efficiency. A programmable smart thermostat allows you to have
more precise control over the heating and cooling of your home. It learns your schedule and
temperature preferences, and then suggests the best energy-efficient settings throughout the
day. Lights and motorized shades can be programmed to switch to an evening mode as the
sun sets, or lights can turn on and off automatically when you enter or leave the room.
Hartelco offers the high-speed internet you'll need to operate a smart home. Call us
today to see if your speed is enough for your Smart Home.

Hartelco's Local Channel is Online!
If you don't have the time to tune into Hartelco's local channel, don't forget you can always go
to our website to find the ad you are looking for. We update our website Monday-Friday
multiple times a day, with new information and advertisements.
Click HERE to visit our Local Channel page, and bookmark it for easy access for another day!
If you're in need of affordable, local advertising, send all of your birthdays, community
announcements, benefits, for sale items, sports and school announcements, and more to
htc@hartel.net!

Breast Cancer Resource

Plan Your Next Trip

Live Well and Eat Well

October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. This site
shares life-saving
information and offers ways
to support women.
Learn more...

It never hurts to dream,
right? Take a journey through
travel photos and articles
that showcase the best
destinations.
Learn more...

If you want your home to be
warm and welcoming, browse
these inspiring ideas for
home décor, gardening, and
cooking.
Learn more...

7 Halloween Treats

10 Easy Pasta Recipes

Your goblins will gobble up these jack-o'lantern peppers, creepy crawly cupcakes,
wicked witch hats, and more.

After watching this video, we guarantee you'll
be hungry for pasta. Fortunately, these
dishes are easy to make.

Make Leaf Lanterns

Pumpkin Carving Tips

All you need is wax paper, leaves, decorative
tape, and votive candles to create glowing
autumnal accents.

Get step-by-step instructions for creating
jack-o'-lanterns that look great, last longer,
and stay safe from burning.
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